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We LOVE all things Ekka, and we know you do too!

To celebrate this special time of year, we are giving away a double pass for you

and your partner (or Bestie) to join us at Ekka 2024!

 

All you need to do is make sure you’re following us on Instagram @theekka, tag

your valentine or bestie (1 tag is 1 entry), and share the post to your story for an

additional 5 entries to WIN!
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Even better - tell your friends or family to subscribe to the Ekka database and

get extra entry points (plus they will also receive Ekka deals FIRST) - what a way

to share the love!*

Check out our most recent post here:

We know it's cheesy, but we think you're BRIE-utiful!

Thanks to the Brisbane Showgrounds Executive Sous Chef Dean Brewer who

has shared his amazing Whipped Brie recipe, you can quickly whip up a

statement snack for Valentine's day!

We suggest the Royal Queensland Awards Gold winner - Coal River Farm Triple

Cream Brie to make it extra fancy!

RECIPE HERE
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SAY LOVE WITH CHOCOLATE!

Looking for a last minute yummy gift to make in under an hour? 

Give Ekka's award-winning "The Pratt Family Chocolate Cake" recipe a go - it will

hit the spot for a sweet lover!

Find our recipe here:

*Terms and conditions apply. See Instagram post for more details. Subscribers must use the matching email as their Instagram

account to be eligible for additional entries.

Copyright © 2024 Royal Queensland Show, All rights reserved.
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Ekka news and special offers.

Our mailing address is:

CAKE RECIPE
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